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Abstract5

Free mobility has not been thought of as an effective tool to correct over- or6

underproduction of externalities. In this paper, we establish that foot voting can7

internalize the cost of negative externalities. Workers have to accept the wage8

and rent, however high or low these values are in equilibrium, if they cannot9

relocate. In reality, workers are mobile and they can effectively influence the10

equilibrium wage and rent to reflect the externalities by threatening to walk11

away if the current externalities are at an intolerable level. In an economy with12

free mobility, firms indirectly pay for the damage in the form of an increased13

labor or land cost and thus the externalities are partially internalized. We spec-14

ify the condition under which a mobile economy is efficient in the presence of15

externalities, and discuss potential policy implications of our findings.16
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1 Introduction20

Externalities are stressful to deal with. Decentralized decision making does not get21

us to an efficient allocation. Externalities, by definition, are not priced to reflect22

beneficial or adverse effects imposed on a third party. Competitive equilibrium23

assigns zero to the shadow price of the third party’s objective function and/or con-24

straint when these should not be slack. There have been many attempts to assign25

the right multiplier to the third party. Duranton and Puga [DP04] list four equilib-26

rium concepts used in an urban economic context: competitive, free mobility, Nash27

and core. Just because the competitive equilibrium fails to deliver efficiency does28

not mean that the other three fail as well. We will show that under some condi-29

tions, the introduction of free mobility can Pareto improve upon the competitive30

equilibrium when externalities are present.31

In Roback [Rob82], the firms take the amenity level as given. Here, we will let32

the firms pick their industrial emission levels (which correspond to the amenity33
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level in [Rob82]) on their own. It is at their discretion to adopt pollution abatement34

measures and decide how much reduction in pollution is optimal. The tradeoff that35

the firms face is as follows: While abatement technology is costly to implement, the36

improved living environment realized through reduced industrial emissions will37

lower the wage and thus the firms can recoup the emission-related cost increase38

from reduced labor cost. The firms decide how far they can go with their emissions39

before the air pollution starts to eat into their profit through increased labor cost.40

Various alternatives or fixes to competitive equilibrium have been suggested,41

including Pigouvian tax, tradable permits, bargaining ([Coa60]), or command and42

control, among others. We propose another alternative that we have already set43

in place without realizing it. The fixes listed above do not have a geographical44

dimension. For example, Baumol [Bau72] mentions the relocation of the laundry45

industry to get away from smoke, and Pigouvian tax is proposed to control the46

migration dynamics of the industry. The place that the laundry industry relocates47

to is presumably still within the same city as there is only one location in the model.48

The effects of smoky air on the quality of life, and consequently on the labor cost,49

are not considered. Residents cannot move out of their current location regardless50

of the level of externalities because there are no other locations available.51

The international trade literature does treat pollution in a geographical setting.52

Merrifield [Mer88] discusses pollution abatement technologies in the international53

context. While pollutants and goods are internationally mobile, workers are not.54

The equilibrium utility level will not equalize across the border, and thus wages55

or rents do not work as a compensatory mechanism for differing living environ-56

ments by location as established by Roback [Rob82]. Pethig [Pet76] discusses the57

location of production as a result of welfare differentials but not the location of58

consumers. In fact, utility maximization is absent in [Mer88], as transborder pol-59

lution is received by the producers in the form of reduced productivity. Forster60

[For81] talks about labor mobility but it pertains to industries, not locations. By61

and large, workers are not mobile in the international trade literature.62

In reality, we usually have competitive outside options as individuals. If exter-63

nalities are over- or underproduced to our liking, we can always pack up and leave64

to find another city that offers a more desirable allocation. While some externali-65

ties spread uniformly across the country, most of them are either fully contained66

within a limited area or decay rapidly with distance.1 Unlike these location-bound67

externalities, consumers are not inexorably tied to a particular city. The footloose68

nature of consumers has been overlooked but deserves some attention because it69

does exist in reality.70

Tiebout [Tie56] was the first to recognize that unconstrained residential choice71

of jurisdictions emulates the competitive equilibrium for local public goods under72

1 This is the premise of aforementioned [Bau72], where the laundry industry can avoid the effects of
the externalities by relocation.
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certain tax schemes. We will expand on this idea to see if and when foot voting73

works to manage externalities, which are a generalization of local public goods.74

Our departure from Tiebout’s work is that there is no public sector and externalities75

are created as a result of firms’ profit maximization. We do not assign a nonzero76

shadow price on the injured party (in our case, consumers) per se, but rather, we77

will have firms realize it through the market equilibrium with free mobility. They78

are still welcome to ignore the damage they inflict upon the consumers but doing79

so will be costly because that can come with a higher equilibrium wage and/or80

rent and their profitability may suffer. Thus, we can use free mobility to price out81

at least some externalities, or, to put it in another way, let Tiebout take care of the82

bill for the shadow price.83

In fact, compensation through the equilibrium rent or wage is not a brand-new84

idea. In the quality of life literature, it is known that residents in a subpar city in85

terms of living environment are compensated for the quality of life with a lower86

equilibrium rent and/or a higher equilibrium wage. In this light, we will base our87

model on Roback [Rob82] and integrate Tiebout’s idea into it.88

As such, there are two lines of research related to our work. One is on the89

quality of life and the other is public finance. The literature on the quality of life90

assumes that the amenity level is predetermined (Rosen [Ros79] without land as a91

factor of production and Roback [Rob82] with land as a factor). On the other hand,92

in public finance, the choice of public goods is usually endogenous but the scope93

of goods is limited to public goods.2 Public goods are an intended consequence of94

production, whereas externalities such as pollution do not have to be intentional.95

Public goods can be thought of as a special case of our model, where a firm (or,96

more likely, the government) produces externalities on purpose.397

The equilibrium we present here may or may not be socially optimal depending98

on the magnitude of multiple factors involved. The case in point, however, is that99

intercity migration will alleviate the market failure and that we do not have to be100

overly pessimistic about the equilibrium allocation in the presence of externalities:101

It could have been much worse if workers were tied to where they were born.102

103

In section 2 we introduce a production economy model to show that under104

certain conditions, firms in an economy with free mobility voluntarily produce105

less negative externalities than firms in an economy with no mobility. Section 3106

discusses potential policy implications of our model, before section 4 summarizes107

our findings.108

2 Scotchmer [Sco94] interprets public goods in a broader sense.
3 In the case of the government producing externalities, their objective is not a profit (i.e., government

surplus) maximization.
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2 The Model109

To identify the role that free mobility plays in alleviating negative externalities, we110

construct a production economy with no labor mobility (immobile economy) and111

then compare it to a production economy with free mobility (mobile economy).112

Consider an economy in some city, say Knoxville, populated by Jk ∈ R+ identi-113

cal consumers. Josh is a representative resident of Knoxville. He is endowed with114

one unit of time, and consumes composite goods ck and housing h̃k. Composite115

goods are a numéraire and the rent is rk dollars per unit of land. Labor supply is116

perfectly inelastic and Josh supplies one unit of labor for wage wk. We assume that117

the allocation depends only on location so that the consumption bundle will be the118

same for any resident of Knoxville.119

All the land is owned by an absentee landlord, whose function is limited to120

the provision of land for residents and firms. Land is interchangeable between121

residential and industrial purposes. A residential lot h̃k can be converted into a122

production site hk for firms and vice versa at no cost. Land supply H is perfectly123

inelastic and thus the landlord’s action has no impact on resultant allocations. We124

do not let Josh own the land so that the rent he pays will not correlate with rental125

income, which would otherwise blur the role the rent plays in coordinating the126

quality of life across cities as we will see later in section 2.4.127

There are I ∈ R+ identical firms in Knoxville, operating in a perfectly compet-128

itive fashion. As with consumers, firms’ optimization is assumed to be identical129

within each city. Pick a representative firm, say Ironworks Inc. Ironworks employs130

lk hours of labor and lease their production site hk for rk dollars per unit. In ad-131

dition, they are free to produce negative externalities ek ∈ R+, which boost their132

productivity.4 As customary in environmental economics (cf. Cropper [CO92]), we133

will take ek as an input rather than an output. The production function is given by134

a C1 function f (lk, hk, ek). We assume that f (·) is strictly concave and exhibits con-135

stant returns to scale in (lk, hk) for each ek they choose. In addition, we introduce136

the following assumptions:137

Assumption 2.1: Negative Externalities138

Negative externalities ek satisfy the following:139

Concave and Single-Peaked. For any (lk, hk) ∈ R2
+, f (·) is concave in ek and single-140

peaked at ēk(> 0).141

Linear and Non-Rivalrous Emissions. Each consumer registers aggregate emission level142

Ek ··= I ek as the negative externalities relevant to his welfare.143

No Inter-Firm Effects. A firm’s choice of ek has no effect on other firms’ productivity.144

No Cross-Border Effects. Ek is determined solely by the firms operating in the same city.145

4 We take ek as a scalar. It can be a vector of various negative externalities but the following argu-
ments remain essentially the same. Alternatively, ek can be thought of as an index of all sorts of negative
externalities produced.
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The first assumption is made with the understanding that the emission of pol-146

lutants improves productivity as it frees up the resources that would otherwise be147

earmarked for abatement; however, the air will be saturated with pollutants if they148

go above some level ēk. Productivity starts to show signs of exhaustion past ēk.149

Since all the firms employ the same production technology as Ironworks, ēk will150

take the same value regardless of the operator.151

Second, the level Ek of negative externalities that Josh experiences is the sum of152

individual (and anonymous) emissions ek. Industrial emissions are not rivalrous.153

Any resident of Knoxville faces as many emissions as Josh does.5154

Third, Ironworks’ emissions only compromise consumer welfare and do not155

inflict any harm on other firms in operation. The production function depends156

on ek rather than Ek. Enhanced productivity achieved through own emissions ek157

(or productivity loss if Ironworks goes past ēk) is considered to be much greater158

than the change in their productivity caused by the overall emission level Ek, the159

ramifications of which are negligible to Ironworks in comparison. This assump-160

tion is included to isolate the effect of free mobility from a free-rider problem (cf.161

appendix A.1).162

The last assumption implies that negative externalities stay within the city bor-163

der. Knoxvillians will not suffer from emissions that originate from other cities.164

We will comment on long-range externalities in section 4.165

Josh will take Ek as given. His preferences are represented by a C1 utility func-166

tion u
�

ck, h̃k; Ek

�

that is strictly convex in
�

ck, h̃k

�

. Assume ∂ u(·)/∂ Ek < 0 for any167
�

ck, h̃k

�

and Ek. Denote Josh’s indirect utility function by 3 (wk, rk; Ek).168

As for the landlord, we assume that he will only enjoy composite goods and169

that emissions will not affect his welfare as he is an absentee landlord. He will170

simply rent out all the land H in Knoxville for rk per unit and tap out his rental171

income thus earned to buy as many composite goods as possible in equilibrium.172

2.1 Mobile and Immobile Economies173

We will see how restricted mobility will interfere with equilibrium allocations. Let174

P f ree denote a mobile economy and P imb an immobile economy. In P f ree the utility175

level is so determined that any non-vacant city will achieve the same utility level176

in equilibrium. If there is any differential, then workers will relocate to seize an177

opportunity to improve their welfare elsewhere. On the other hand, in P imb Josh is178

tied to Knoxville. Consequently, while Ironworks’ decision alters the equilibrium179

labor supply in P f ree, it has no bearing on the labor supply in P imb.180

5 The number of firms I is arbitrary. We assume constant returns to scale in (lk , hk), and thus an indus-
try can be divided into any number of firms. The firm size matters only when we aggregate individual
emissions ek into Ek . Due to concavity in assumption 2.1, ek grows with I . We would like to keep external-
ities as our focus rather than organizational matters in the industry. We simply assume that I is the same
across the country so that an (arbitrary) number of firms will not interfere with the allocation.
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The set E f ree of equilibria in P f ree is a subset of its counterpart E imb in P imb.181

In P imb, Jk is predetermined and Ironworks’ action has no consequences for labor182

supply. An immobile equilibrium can be found for any Jk (as long as it exists).183

In P f ree, Jk cannot be a random constant. Some population distribution J ∈ J ··=184
�

(Jk)
K
k=1 ∈ R

K
+ :

∑

k Jk = J̄
	

will fail to equalize the utility levels across the cities (J̄185

is the total population of the country).6 E f ree is more restrictive than E imb because it186

has to constitute an equilibrium in P imb and in addition, it needs to meet the extra187

constraint, namely, utility equalization across the cities (6) to be specified later in188

section 2.3.189

We will compare an equilibrium that belongs to E f ree
�

⊆ E imb
�

to another equi-190

librium in E imb\E f ree to examine the role that free mobility plays in the presence of191

externalities.192

For consumers and landlords, optimization is the same whether workers are193

restricted to Knoxville or not.7 Mobility kicks in when we consider Ironworks’194

behavior. Let us consider an immobile equilibrium first.195

2.2 Immobile Equilibrium196

Ironworks maximize their profit197

max
lk , hk , ek

f (lk, hk, ek)−wk lk − rkhk.198

The first order conditions are:199

∂ f (·)
∂ lk

= wk,
∂ f (·)
∂ hk

= rk, and (1)200

∂ f (·)
∂ ek

=
dwk

dek
lk +

dr
dek

hk. (2)201

202

Ironworks will not factor in the social cost of emissions, in particular ∂ u(·)/∂ ek(<203

0), in comparison to (16) in section 2.6, where we will compare the equilibrium204

with the efficient allocation.205

Note that unlimited emission is possible but (implicitly) costly to make, and206

Ironworks does not necessarily go overboard on emissions even in P imb. Ironworks207

has to gauge the indirect consequences of emissions that reduce their profit in gen-208

eral equilibrium even when the citywide supply of labor Jk is fixed. Josh’s marginal209

rate of substitution is contingent on the ongoing emission level and, as a result, the210

equilibrium prices are not independent of the selected emission level. In particular,211

while the length of leisure is fixed, housing and composite good consumption will212

be realigned against any change in the emission level. In turn, Ironworks will rear-213

range their production plan in response to changing factor prices. For instance, if214

6 We will assume that J̄ is exogenous so that any difference between the mobile and immobile equilib-
rium is fully ascribed to free mobility rather than population growth or immigration from overseas.

7Except that in P f ree Josh needs to choose his location in addition to his consumption bundle.
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an increase in emission levels leads to a reduced consumption of composite goods215

and increased housing consumption, the rent will go up. Ironworks will downsize216

their production site and reconsider their employment and emission levels in re-217

sponse. Furthermore, a change in the emission level alters the marginal product of218

labor. In the end, emissions do not necessarily come for free and blindly setting ek219

at ēk is not a solution even when labor mobility is completely restricted. The con-220

dition (2) captures this process: The marginal increase in revenue from emissions221

should be offset by the marginal increase or decrease in rent and labor cost from222

emissions, the sum of which may or may not be zero.223

The land and labor market clearing conditions are224

I lk (wk, rk, ek) = Jk (3)225

Jkh̃k (wk, rk, Ek) + Ihk (wk, rk, ek) = H, (4)226
227

where lk(·) is labor demand, and h̃k(·) and hk(·) are residential and industrial de-228

mand for land. For any given Jk, solve (3) and (4) to obtain wk = wk (Ek; Jk) and229

rk = rk (Ek; Jk). Furthermore, apply the implicit function theorem to (3) and (4) to230

find dwk/dek = dwk/dEk = w′k (Ek; Jk) and drk/dek = drk/dEk = r ′k (Ek; Jk).8 Then231

ek solves (2) now revised to232

∂ f {Jk/I , hk (wk [Ek; Jk] , rk [Ek; Jk] , ek)}
∂ ek

= w′k (Ek; Jk)
Jk
I + r ′k (Ek; Jk)hk (wk [Ek; Jk] , rk [Ek; Jk] , ek) .

(5)233

Given J ∈ J , let eimb(J) ··=
�

eimb
k (Jk)

	K

k=1
, where eimb

k (Jk) is the solution to (5) for234

each k.235

2.3 Mobile Equilibrium236

Next, consider a mobile economy, where Jk is no longer exogenous. For simplicity,237

we assume that no city is vacant (Jk > 0 for all k). In a mobile economy, the238

equilibrium has to meet (3) and (4) so that it is at least a member of E imb. In239

addition, E f ree requires240

3k (wk, rk, Ek) = 31 (w1, r1, E1) , ∀k ∈ {2, · · · , K} (6)241

∑

k

Jk = J̄ . (7)242

243

9 Given e ··= (ek)
K
k=1 with the corresponding aggregate emission level E ··= (Ek)

K
k=1,244

solve (3), (4), (6) and (7) for (wk, rk, Jk)
K
k=1 to obtain (wk(E), rk(E), Jk(E))

K
k=1. Ap-245

ply the implicit function theorem to (3), (4), (6) and (7) to obtain ∂ wk(E)/∂ ek and246

8 From assumption 2.1, ∂ Ek/∂ ek = 1 when one firm increases the emission level while the remaining
firms do not.

9 Utility functions do not have to be location dependent but we will add subscript k to 3k(·) as deemed
necessary for tracking purposes.
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∂ rk(E)/∂ ek. In E f ree, e solves247

∂ f {Jk(E)/I , hk [wk(E), rk(E), ek]}
∂ ek

= w′k(E)
Jk(E)

I
+ r ′k(E)hk (wk(E), rk(E), ek) . (8)248

for all k ∈ {1, · · · , K}. Denote the solution by e f ree.249

2.4 Comparison between Mobile and Immobile Equilibrium250

With the solution eimb(J) and e f ree at hand, we can now compare E f ree to E imb. Pick251

some equilibrium emission level e f ree from E f ree with the associated equilibrium252

population distribution J f ree. Note eimb
�

J f ree
�

= e f ree: If J f ree already constitutes an253

equilibrium in P f ree, then the closure of city borders has no impact on the allocation254

because nobody wants to move either way. That is, when intercity flow of labor255

is obstructed, (3) and (4) are still satisfied, (6) and (7) are also satisfied but not256

necessary in E imb anyway, and (5) doubles as (8). In this case, mobility makes no257

difference to emissions and by extension, utility levels. The end result will be the258

same whether Josh is location-restricted or not. We need to wiggle the population259

distribution to tease out the role free mobility serves: Consider a perturbation260

J̃ f ree ··=
�

J f ree
1 , · · · , J f ree

k + ε, J f ree
k+1 − ε, · · · , J f ree

K

�

for some small ε(> 0) to swing the261

resulting equilibrium allocation out of E f ree. Denote the new equilibrium emission262

level eimb
�

J̃ f ree
�

by ẽimb, which is a member of E imb but no longer of E f ree. Since263

ẽimb thus derived only violates (6), any difference between e f ree
�

= eimb
�

J f ree
��

and264

ẽimb
�

= eimb
�

J̃ f ree
��

must be due to free mobility.265

First, observe that266

3k

�

·, ẽimb
k

�

< 31
�

·, e f ree
1

�

. (9)267

By construction, the equilibrium with ẽimb is not in E f ree. Thus (6) must be violated268

with ẽimb so that 3k
�

·, ẽimb
k

�

, 31
�

·, e f ree
1

�

. Moreover, starting from J̃ f ree in P imb, to269

return to E f ree in P f ree, the utility level in Knoxville should induce an outflow of270

workers, i.e., it should be lower than the mobile equilibrium level 31
�

·, e f ree
1

�

, and271

vice versa for city k+1. Assuming an equally weighted social welfare function, the272

difference between P imb and P f ree amounts to273

�

J f ree
k + ε

�

3k

�

·, ẽimb
k

�

− J f ree
k 3k

�

·, e f ree
k

�

+
�

J f ree
k+1 − ε

�

3k+1

�

·, ẽimb
k+1

�

− J f ree
k+1 3k+1

�

·, e f ree
k+1

�

,

(10)274

which may or may not be negative. We will focus on Knoxville to address the275

positive role that free mobility serves in P f ree.276

Consider how the immobile equilibrium traces back to the mobile equilib-277

rium when free mobility is reinstated and ẽimb
k returns to e f ree

k . Let pk (ek) de-278

note the equilibrium price vector (wk (ek) , rk (ek)). We need to know the sign of279

∂ eimb
k (Jk)/∂ Jk at Jk = J f ree

k to compare pimb
k

�

ẽimb
k

�

to p f ree
k

�

e f ree
k

�

, and correspond-280

ing emission levels. However, the conditions (3), (4), (6) and (7) do not tell us the281

sign without further specifications on utility and production functions. We shall282
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consider all possible scenarios. Let us select five representative emission levels,283

elow
k < ePO

k < ẽimb
k < ēk < esab

k in E f ree.284

If
∂ eimb

k (J f ree
k )

∂ Jk







<

=
>







0 then e f ree
k







<

=
>







ẽimb
k







(e.g., elow
k , ePO

k )

(e.g., ēk, esab
k )







. (11)285

Since ∂ eimb
k (J f ree

k )/∂ Jk can take any value, pollution abatement is, unfortunately,286

not unconditional:287

Proposition 2.1: Condition for Voluntary Pollution Abatement288

Suppose that the economy is in E imb but not in E f ree, with population distribution J̃ f ree.289

By removing restrictions on mobility, city k will see a reduction in emissions if290

∂ eimb
k (Jk)

∂ Jk
> 0. (12)291

Proof. Immediate from (11). �292

The thing is, there are three parameters, wage, rent and emission level, that293

will accommodate the change when free mobility is restored. The emission level294

does not necessarily have to do all the work. It is useful to have some visual aid295

representing all three parameters to see why free mobility does not always curb296

emissions. Define indirect indifference curve Vk(ek, 3̄) and indirect isoprofit curve297

Πk (ek, π̄) as follows:10
298

V (ek, 3̄) ··=
�

(wk, rk) ∈ R2
++ : 3 (wk, rk; I ek) = 3̄

	

Π(ek, π̄) ··=
�

(wk, rk) ∈ R2
++ : π (wk, rk, ek) = π̄

	

.
(13)299

where π(·) is an indirect profit function. Figure 1 depicts (13) at different levels300

of emissions. The diagram is similar to the one that appears in [Rob82], except301

that her exogenous amenity levels are replaced by endogenous emission levels in302

figure 1.303

Under ẽimb
k with population J f ree

k +ε, the immobile equilibrium price is pimb
k

�

ẽimb
k

�

,304

at which point, V
�

ẽimb
k , 3imb

�

meets Π
�

ẽimb
k , π̄

�

, where 3imb ··= 3
�

wk

�

ẽimb
k

�

, rk

�

ẽimb
k

�

; ẽimb
k

�

.305

The gray dot in figure 1 marks the immobile equilibrium price vector.306

As for the mobile equilibrium with e f ree
k and J f ree

k , we know from (9) that the mo-307

bile equilibrium utility level will be higher than what is achieved with pimb
k

�

ẽimb
k

�

,308

but we do not know from which p f ree
k

�

e f ree
k

�

we arrived at pimb
k

�

ẽimb
k

�

with per-309

turbation. Figure 1 sketches the indirect indifference and isoprofit curves for310

each e f ree
k selected, where 31 ··= 3 (w1, r1, e1) is the mobile equilibrium utility level311

with J = J f ree and e = e f ree (i.e., without perturbation). Consider the case when312

∂ eimb
k (J f ree

k )/∂ Jk = 0 first. In this case, the emission level e f ree
k stays at ẽimb

k and the313

10 The term ’indirect’ indicates that the following are defined over the price of commodities rather than
the commodities themselves.
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Figure 1.

other two variables will accommodate the change caused by out-migration. When314

we open the city border, the equilibrium price will simply glide down on the in-315

direct isoprofit curve at Π
�

ẽimb
k , π̄

�

(green/gray line in figure 1) to reach p f ree
�

ẽimb
k

�

316

(the green dot in figure 1). As workers move out of Knoxville, the equilibrium317

wage rises for falling labor supply and the equilibrium rent drops for falling res-318

idential housing demand. The wage and rent do all the work in this case and ek319

remains neutral — that is, if ∂ eimb
k (J f ree

k )/∂ Jk = 0.320

In general, p f ree
k

�

e f ree
k

�

can be found anywhere along the bold path in figure 1321

depending on the level of ∂ eimb
k (J f ree

k )/∂ Jk. The change in equilibrium wage and322

rent caused by a change in Jk (and consequently ek) is captured through the indirect323

indifference curve and indifferent isoprofit curve (13). Differentiate 3(·) = 3̄ and324

π(·) = π̄ to obtain325

�

dw/de

dr/de

�

=
1

det(A)

�

−πr3e + 3rπe

πw3e − 3wπe

�

, where A ··=

�

3w 3r

πw πr

�

. (14)326

The signs of dw/de and dw/dr depend on whether e f ree
k is above or below ēk.327

Table 1 summarizes the direction of change, from which we can detect where the328
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mobile equilibrium price vector was before perturbation. (Note that det(A) < 0329

regardless of the value of ek, and πe Ò 0 for ek Ñ ēk). See appendix A.2 for more on330

the characteristics of the curves in figure 1.

e f ree
k

�

0, ePO
k

�

ePO
k

�

ePO
k , ẽimb

k

�

ẽimb
k

�

ẽimb
k , ēk

�

(ēk , êk]
example elow

k ePO
k ẽimb

k esab
k

dw/de + + + + + indeterminate
dr/de indeterminate indeterminate indeterminate indeterminate indeterminate −

comparison to ẽimb
k abatement abatement abatement no change surge sabotage

comparison to ePO
k underproduced correct overproduced overproduced overproduced overproduced

Table 1. The location of mobile equilibrium price vectors as determined by (14). In the last
column, êk(> 0) is a point at which f (·, êk) = 0. The background color corresponds to the
dot and line color in figure 1.

331

2.5 Pricing out Externalities with Free Mobility332

Table 1 indicates that if we trace the equilibrium price vector p f ree for differing val-333

ues of ∂ e f ree
k

�

J f ree
k

�

/∂ e f ree
k from p f ree

�

elow
�

on figure 1, the path always travels east334

towards p f ree (ēk) and then turns south past p f ree (ēk). On the eastbound portion,335

the equilibrium rk may go up or down while the equilibrium wk steadily grows336

till we climb up to p f ree (ēk) on the equilibrium price path. Past this point, on the337

southbound portion as we move higher towards p f ree
�

esab
k

�

, the relationship flips:338

Now it is the equilibrium wk that becomes indeterminate and the equilibrium rk339

progressively declines with ek. Indeterminacy and the role reversal stem from the340

fact that both Josh and Ironworks are on the same demand side vying for land341

whereas they are on the opposite side when it comes to labor: Josh is on the supply342

end of the labor market and Ironworks is on the demand end.343

This indeterminacy leaves room for multiple possibilities to reach e f ree from ẽimb
344

and raise the utility level to 31
�

·, e f ree
1

�

. The first way is, as we discussed earlier,345

moving from the gray dot pimb
�

ẽimb
k

�

in figure 1 to the green dot p f ree
�

ẽimb
k

�

(in346

Josh’s favor) without changing the emission level.347

The second possibility is to move from pimb
�

ẽimb
k

�

to somewhere west of p f ree
�

ẽimb
k

�

348

on the bold path in figure 1. As workers leave Knoxville, the wage will drop (cf.349

(14)) and the utility level will decline but curtailed emissions will more than make350

up for it when we reach the mobile equilibrium. (The rent may or may not change351

in this case). Ironworks will incur some productivity loss due to reduced emis-352

sions but the cost savings from the reduced wage will offset the productivity loss.353

In this case, externalities are in part priced out by free mobility as Ironworks find354

it optimal to lower their emission level in exchange for reduced labor cost till labor355

outflow stops.356
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The third way is to move in the opposite direction along the path. Consider the357

segment tagged "Surge & Overproduction" in figure 1 first. As workers move away,358

the equilibrium wage will grow while the emission level also grows. For Josh, the359

benefit of an increased wage outweighs the effect of higher emission levels. Thus,360

the equilibrium utility level will rise to 31(·, e f ree
1 ). Ironworks will have the same361

profit level throughout the change for the same reason as above but in reverse.362

In fact, at the opposite extreme, there is a far-flung but nonetheless theoretically363

possible scenario where Ironworks knowingly pumps up ek above ēk in a mobile364

economy. Since higher ek can potentially lower the equilibrium rent, which in turn365

brings down Ironworks’ rent payments, they may find it profitable to increase their366

emissions above ēk on purpose. Their productivity suffers from too high a level of367

emissions, but it will be worth it if they can make the air quality so deteriorated368

that the landlord starts to dump his land on whomever signs a lease for pennies369

on the dollar. This scenario corresponds to the red "sabotage" segment in figure 1.370

Not so many people would live in this seriously polluted version of Knoxville371

but Ironworks will pay almost nothing for their production site.11 The sabotage372

situation is possible only in the land market. In the labor market, a high ek means373

a high equilibrium wage (recall w′ (ek) > 0 for ek < ēk from (14) and table 1) and374

Ironworks will not save on labor cost by deliberately setting ek higher as they can375

through the land market. We will discuss more on the third possibility in section 3.376

In any case, opening the city border will make residents in Knoxville better377

off, but a different adjustment process comes with different implications for the378

resulting emission level, and thus emission abatement is not guaranteed as we saw379

in proposition 2.1.380

The mobile emission level e f ree depends on preferences and technologies, and381

ultimately, on the sign of (12). In this regard, free migration may be viewed as382

a double-edged sword. As long as the right side is up, it can be used to re-383

duce overproduction of negative externalities. It is actually possible to end up384

underproducing negative externalities. Free mobility will reduce the equilibrium385

production level of emissions if (12) is met, but we cannot tell by how far it would386

reduce the emission level. We will see if or when free mobility achieves efficiency387

in the next segment.388

11 This may well depend on how the equilibrium wage responds to such a change. The disruptive
behavior of the firms may be mitigated by the free-rider problem. See appendix A.1.
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2.6 Pareto Optimality389

We will continue our focus on Knoxville. Let us first identify a Pareto optimal390

allocation before we compare it to E f ree and E imb. Consider the following problem:391

max
ck , h̃k , cL

k , 2k , lk , hk , ek

u
�

ck, h̃k; I ek

�

subject to

uL
�

c L
k

�

≥ ūL

I2k = Jkck + c L
k , Jk = I lk, H = Jkh̃k + Ihk,

f (lk, hk, ek)≥ 2k,

(15)392

where c L
k denotes the landlord’s consumption and uL(·) is his utility function. The393

first order condition with respect to ek is
∂ u(·)
∂ ek

+ λk
∂ f (·)
∂ ek

= 0, where λk is a La-394

grangian multiplier (cf. footnote 8). This leads to395

∂ f (·)
∂ ek

=
−1
λk

∂ u(·)
∂ ek

(> 0). (16)396

The equilibrium with ẽimb is Pareto dominated by the one with e f ree by con-397

struction.12 Thus, between (5) and (8), the mobile equilibrium condition (8) has398

the potential to coincide with condition (16) for Pareto optimality but its immobile399

counterpart (5) does not. If, furthermore, (8) does match (16), i.e.,400

w′k(E)
Jk(E)

I
+ r ′k(E)hk (wk(E), rk(E), ek) =

−1
λk

∂ u(·)
∂ ek

(17)401

then the mobile equilibrium is efficient. Free mobility is a necessary condition402

for efficiency as it narrows down a set of candidate allocations for efficiency. In403

particular, it eliminates E imb
k \E f ree

k . We sketched a case when (17) is satisfied and404

marked the emission level in this case by ePO
k in figure 1.13 In general, we have405

Proposition 2.2: Condition for Voluntary Correction406

If city k’s population is J̃ f ree
k in E imb, free migration leads to407















overproduction of ek

efficient level ePO
k

underproduction of ek















iff w′k(E)
Jk(E)

I
+r ′k(E)hk (wk(E), rk(E), ek)



















<

=

>



















−1
λk

∂ u(·)
∂ ek

.

(18)408

12 Insofar as Knoxville is concerned. The same relationship between ẽimb and ẽ f ree carries over to the
national level as long as (10) is negative.

13 The location of p f ree
�

ePO
k

�

is arbitrary and may well be somewhere else. The following arguments are
the same regardless.
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Proof. Immediate from concavity in assumption 2.1 and (17). �409

It is then possible that the economy was in the blue "Abatement & Under-410

production" portion on the path in figure 1 before perturbation. In this case free411

mobility goes too far: Ironworks in a mobile economy will overcorrect their emis-412

sion level in exchange for a significantly lowered equilibrium wage as the blue dot413

p f ree
�

elow
k

�

as figure 1 shows. However, even on the rare occasion when e f ree
k was414

at a sabotage level esab
k in P f ree, the mobile equilibrium still Pareto dominates the415

immobile equilibrium because of (9). We are not claiming that free mobility will416

bring about the efficient outcome for sure. Rather, the point we raise here is that it417

can price out externalities, sometimes overshooting the target (as in p f ree
�

elow
k

�

) and418

sometimes undershooting the target (as in "Abatement & Overproduction" portion419

in figure 1), an option that is not even possible in P imb.420

With this cautionary observation in mind, let us propose one possible solution421

to combat negative externalities in the next section.422

3 Policy Implications423

Unlike the conventional fixes listed in section 1, which promise to reduce overpro-424

duction of negative externalities, our proposed "fix" does not particularly claim to425

do that. Instead, we have simply shown that it could be worse without free mobil-426

ity. While the historical focus of the literature has been on the control of the direct427

cause of externalities itself (except for [Tie56]), free mobility has been quietly work-428

ing behind the scene to cut efficiency loss. We should probably give this unsung429

hero (free mobility) credit for its unnoticed and unappreciated effort in pollution430

abatement.431

While our claim sounds somewhat passive and pessimistic, one active policy432

implication that we can draw from the model is to promote labor mobility at the433

federal and/or local level. We assumed full mobility on the part of workers in434

section 2 so that the economy is P f ree rather than P imb. In reality though, workers435

are not perfectly mobile and our economy is not exactly P f ree. Relocation is usually436

a costly decision to make. Thus, we still have some room for improvement. In437

particular, we can turn our economy closer to P f ree than to P imb with appropriate438

policy measures.439

3.1 Federal Policy440

Footloose workers put pressure on firms in pollutant-laden cities to reduce their441

emission levels, provided the condition in proposition 2.1 is met, or better yet,442

bring out the efficient outcome if, in addition, (18) holds with equality. Any fed-443

eral policy that makes it easier for workers to relocate will help make that happen.444
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Such a policy may backfire on the cities that already have functioning emission reg-445

ulations in place though. Let us consider the intercity aspect of voluntary pollution446

abatement (proposition 2.2).447

We essentially focused our analysis on one particular city k to establish propo-448

sition 2.1 that, in comparison to an immobile equilibrium, a mobile equilibrium449

can bring about better allocations as it reduces efficiency loss created by overpro-450

duction of negative externalities.451

It is not certain if the redistribution of residents will make everyone (not just452

Knoxvillians) better off as the sign of (10) can be positive. Consider, for example,453

that there are 999 identical Knoxvilles and one city, say Louisville, where every-454

thing is same as in Knoxville except the emission level el , which is already con-455

tained at ePO
l in P imb

l through conventional methods other than mobility. Suppose456

that the mobile equilibrium is in the abatement portion in figure 1. Upon turning457

into P f ree through some federal policy, Knoxvillians will experience a lower emis-458

sion level and the new mobile allocation thus updated will Pareto improve upon459

the immobile allocation they had before. Louisvillians, on the other hand, will see460

an increase in pollution level, as leaving el at ePO
l will set off an influx of people461

into Louisville and is therefore not sustainable. In this case, as long as cities are462

identical (except for the difference between ek and el ), the benefit that free mobility463

brings to Knoxvillians may outweigh the damage inflicted upon Louisvillians (or464

perhaps it may not, if pollution reduces the utility level in a non-linear manner or465

the social welfare function gives more weight to Louisvillians than to Knoxvillians).466

Several attempts have been made in the city-size literature (Fujishima [Fuj13] and467

Tabuchi [Tab82]) to identify the optimal city-size distribution. Our model can be468

merged with them to see the welfare effect of free mobility, as cities come with a469

whole array of externalities, some of which are firm-oriented like ours, but some470

of which are not at a single firm’s discretion, such as congestion or economies of471

urbanization. One thing we can say about the city-size models that feature free472

mobility and externalities such as Eeckhout [Eec04] is that their equilibrium could473

have been worse for overpopulated cities if free mobility was taken away.474

3.2 Local Policy475

Turning to a local level, take cities like Beaumont, TX for example, where residents476

suffer from noxious fumes from petrochemical plants. The municipal adminis-477

trators in such cities may actually redirect their current emission control efforts478

to a more resident-oriented solution. Beaumont officials can turn the tables and479

make it easier for their residents to move out of the city instead of trying to im-480

pose direct emission restrictions on the firms. What we suggest is for the municipal481

government to provide extra impetus towards full geographical mobility of work-482

ers. Beaumont can reallocate their budget allotted for controlling and monitoring483

emissions to labor mobility assistance measures like a job search center (for job484
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opportunities outside Beaumont, not within Beaumont) or relocation cost subsidies485

for households (for residents moving out of Beaumont, not into Beaumont). If ev-486

erything goes well, the petrochemical plants should pick up the rising labor cost487

and readjust their emission levels. In a sense, Beaumont city administrators are488

holding their residents hostage to strike a better deal with the plants, namely, a489

better equilibrium wage and/or lower emissions (hostage in the sense that work-490

ers will be off limits to the plants unless the plants pay a decent wage). Workers491

have competitive outside options readily available out of town thanks to a newly492

implemented policy. By reducing relocation costs, Beaumont is helping their resi-493

dents to (literally) walk away from the plants overproducing negative externalities.494

Of course Beaumont does not negotiate with the plants by holding up the resi-495

dents, but the "negotiation" is conducted silently through the market equilibrium496

in P f ree, which used to be rather close to P imb before the introduction of relocation497

assistance. Thus, there is no negotiation cost with this mobility policy as labor and498

land markets will take care of the pricing. In essence, Beaumont will be circulating499

workers rather than pollutants to manage the city’s air quality problem with this500

mobility solution.501

A problem with this approach is that 1) since firms are not identical, the policy502

may complicate a free-rider problem (cf. appendix A.1), and 2) it can also backfire503

if the inequality in (12) turns out to be in reverse and the sabotage case (the red504

segment in figure 1) takes place instead. The outcome is going to be disastrous,505

or apocalyptic even, especially if 2) happens because the end result is autonomous506

with our solution. Recall that if e f ree
k turns out to be above ēk, the equilibrium507

rent will drop (cf. (14) and table 1). Beaumont will wind up with dirt-cheap land508

with emission control going out of the window to keep the rent low, and with509

few residents left in town, who enjoy the low rent but may be paid even less in510

equilibrium (there is no guarantee that the equilibrium wage is higher in P f ree than511

in P imb when e f ree
k > ēk according to (14) and table 1). The utility level is still higher512

in P f ree (from (9)) but the number of people who enjoy the said level of utility will513

be very small.514

Any fixes listed in section 1 are subject to miscalculations but ours is even more515

vulnerable to oversights. Once the economy reaches the equilibrium, however516

high the equilibrium e f ree
k in P f ree turns out to be, there is no push-back to the517

original equilibrium in P imb. The economy will stay wherever it reached. Mobility518

aside, eimb
k and e f ree

k are both an equilibrium value after all: They emerge of their519

own accord. By the time Beaumont realizes e f ree
k > ēk, it will probably be too late520

to reverse their actions. The most important variable in this policy is mobility521

and that is the only weapon Beaumont has in our scenario. The city can reverse522

mobility assistance measures by making it hard to move out of the city and return523

to eimb
k

�

< e f ree
k

�

. But to do so, they need to regain the previous level of population524

they had in P imb. Now that the city’s pollution level is way over the top, it is hard525
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to imagine anyone willingly moving into this severely polluted city to the rescue.526

Thus, extra caution should be exercised with our suggested fix as the end result527

could be irreparable if the adopted policy backfires.528

4 Conclusion and Extensions529

We introduced mobile and immobile production economies with externalities, and530

established that under certain conditions, externalities can be internalized when531

workers are perfectly mobile. Our premise is that a firm will recognize the cost532

of externalities of their making indirectly through the market equilibrium. Fur-533

thermore, in a mobile economy, a high emission level needs to come with a high534

equilibrium wage (and potentially but not necessarily with a low equilibrium rent),535

or else, workers will walk away from the city. Thus, free mobility forces the firm to536

own up to the damage they inflict on the city’s environment in the form of a high537

labor cost.538

While it can reduce the emission level, the mobile equilibrium may not neces-539

sarily be efficient. It has a potential to bring about the efficient outcome, but that540

depends on how sensitive the equilibrium wage and rent are to the emission level,541

and ultimately on the condition in proposition 2.1. We know for certain, though,542

that our equilibrium would have been worse if mobility is restricted.543

We built our model on [Rob82]. P f ree can be thought of as a special case of her544

model where ek is restricted to the profit-maximizing level rather than any random545

level. Similarly, [Tie56] can be thought of as a different version of our model where546

ek is still endogenous but implemented by a public sector rather than firms, and547

externalities are limited to local public goods.548

The implication of our model is that if labor mobility is constrained, federal549

and/or local governments can take measures to increase labor mobility by subsi-550

dizing moving expenses or reducing the cost of job search outside the city. How-551

ever, the policy may backfire and lead to a catastrophic result if the government552

miscalculates how the equilibrium wage and rent respond to negative externalities,553

and overshoots the value of (12). Our suggested measures need to be implemented554

with caution.555

We conclude the paper with two remarks. First, we did not explicitly examine556

the case for positive externalities, but that can be done by simply flipping the sign557

of ek.558

Second, we restricted our focus on the externalities that stay within the city559

border. However, some externalities may travel across the border. For instance,560

pungent odor from a paper mill located in other city may reach your city on a561

windy day. Contaminated water produced in a city upstream from your city will562

adversely affect your quality of life. An accident at a nuclear power plant can have563

disastrous consequences over a wide range of areas. The effect of long-range ex-564
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ternalities in the presence of free mobility may be another topic to investigate. Un-565

fortunately, it is likely that our suggested abatement will be limited because firms566

in Knoxville do not share the equilibrium wage or rent with Louisville. In fact, for567

public good provision, Calabrese et al. [CER12] have shown that Tiebout’s efficient568

outcome falls apart in such cases. The same goes for our case even when Knoxville569

underproduces pollutants in P f ree (the blue portion in figure 1). Pollutants from570

other cities will raise ek and it may reach ePO
k . However, ePO

k is determined within571

Knoxville and the only medium of intercity interactions in P f ree is designed to be572

out-of-town workers, not out-of-town pollutants. If the benefit of increased ek goes573

to firms outside Knoxville, then ePO
k thus reached will not be efficient. Surrounding574

cities are responsible for the damage forced upon Knoxvillians but they do not pay575

for it.576

A Appendix577

A.1 Free-Rider Problem578

Since we consider a general equilibrium model, it is inconclusive whether we en-579

counter a free-rider problem in our economy. First, note that each ek enters into Ek580

with the same weight (cf. the second assumption in assumption 2.1). Thus, firms’581

first order conditions (5) and (8) are the same for any firm. Ironworks’ actions582

affect other firms just as much as they affect Ironworks itself.583

Suppose that the economy is in equilibrium with ek > esab
k for example. Iron-584

works can intentionally lower its own emission levels while letting other firms go585

overboard on emissions. Then Ironworks will enjoy a low rental cost while increas-586

ing its productivity on the back of other firms. But then when Ironworks reduces its587

emission levels, rent reduction will weaken because ek will be marginally smaller588

due to the lack of Ironworks’ "contribution". Consequently, they will not capture589

the full cost advantage from excessive emissions, and if all the other firms follow590

suit, the rent reduction effect will completely disappear and everyone will end591

up failing to meet the first order condition. Thus, we will encounter a free-rider592

problem — that is, if the equilibrium wage remains the same throughout.593

Since the equilibrium wage also responds to ek and its response is indeterminate594

above ēk (cf. table 1), it is not certain if the firms will be trapped in such a prisoner’s595

dilemma. If w′ (ek) < 0 as well as r ′ (ek) < 0 above ēk, then Ironworks will want to596

let other firms do the dirty work. If not, Ironworks may end up losing its profit by597

not setting ek above ēk as its labor cost increase may exceed rent savings. The same598

goes for the case when ek < ēk with the role of wage and rent flipped. Therefore, if599

the equilibrium price path runs to the southeast or to the northwest of p f ree (ēk) on600

figure 1, the free-rider problem may not happen after all.601
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A.2 Indirect Indifference and Isoprofit Curves602

Some caveats are in order regarding the two curves (13). While Π(ek, π̄) for ek > ēk603

is well defined, at first glance, it is baffling that it even exists. Take esab
k (> ēk) in604

figure 1 for example. If Ironworks is currently on Π(esab
k , π̄) (the red line), it can605

turn a higher profit than π̄ by simply cutting back on ek. Then how can Ironworks606

end up with the same profit level π̄ both at ēk and esab
k ?607

That would be a sensible question to ask if emission levels are exogenous as in608

[Rob82]. However, a careful examination should reveal that any deviation from ēk,609

be it upwards (esab
k ) or downwards (ePO

k , or elow
k ), comes with a change in (wk, rk)610

as we discussed in section 2.2. Ironworks can earn the same profit π̄ even when it611

chooses different emission levels because ek does not only change its revenue but612

also its cost. A profit maximizing ek may not be the same as the output maximizing613

ek = ēk.614

On a related matter, since Ironworks’ revenue is highest at ēk, any departure615

from ēk should be accompanied by cost advantages through a lower equilibrium616

wage and/or rent if Ironworks stays at the same profit level π̄. This furthermore617

means that for any given π̄, Π (ek, π̄) will run below Π (ēk, π̄) for all ek ∈ R+. In618

particular, if ek > ēk, at least one14 of wk or rk needs to be lower than the ones619

on Π (ēk, π̄) to keep to π̄ as ek reduces productivity beyond ēk. Thus, Π (ēk, π̄) is620

the upper envelope of all the indirect isoprofit curves at π̄. Any (wk, rk) above621

Π (ēk, π̄) (blocked out area tagged "off limits" in figure 1) may never be realized at622

π̄.623

Consequently, unlike regular indifference curves, two distinct indirect isoprofit624

curves Π
�

elow
k , π̄

�

and Π
�

ehigh
k , π̄

�

with elow
k < ēk < ehigh

k can share the same point625

(wk, rk) and cross each other. For example Π(esab, π̄) can go across any of the626

indirect isoprofit curves Π(ẽimb
k , π̄), Π(ePO

k , π̄), or Π(elow
k , π̄) on figure 1. The same627

does not go for the indirect indifference curve as 3(·) is monotone decreasing in ek.628
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